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BEACON TRANSMIT POWER SCHEMES

Claim of Priority

[0001] This application claims the benefit of and priority to commonly owned U.S.

Provisional Patent Application No. 61/228,475, filed July 24, 2009, and assigned

Attorney Docket No. 092907P1, the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by

reference herein.

BACKGROUND

Field

[0002] This application relates generally to wireless communication and more

specifically, but not exclusively, to transmit power control schemes.

Introduction

[0003] A wireless communication network may be deployed over a defined

geographical area to provide various types of services (e.g., voice, data, multimedia

services, etc.) to users within that geographical area. In a typical implementation,

access points (e.g., corresponding to different macro cells) are distributed throughout a

network to provide wireless connectivity for access terminals (e.g., cell phones) that are

operating within the geographical area served by the network.

[0004] As the demand for high-rate and multimedia data services rapidly grows,

there lies a challenge to implement efficient and robust communication systems with

enhanced performance. To supplement conventional network access points (e.g., macro

access points), small-coverage access points may be deployed (e.g., installed in a user's

home) to provide more robust indoor wireless coverage or other coverage to mobile

units. Such small-coverage access points may be referred to as, for example, femto

cells, femto access points, access point base stations, home NodeBs, or home eNodeBs.



Typically, such small-coverage base stations are connected to the Internet and the

mobile operator's network via a DSL router or a cable modem.

[0005] In general, at a given point in time, an access terminal will be served by a

given one of the access points in a network. As the access terminal roams throughout

the network, the access terminal may move closer to another access point. Under

certain circumstances, the access terminal may then reselect to the other access point

(e.g., be handed-over from its current serving access point to the other access point).

For example, to enable an access terminal to access the services provided by an

associated femto cell (e.g., a home femto cell), it may be desirable to hand-over the

access terminal from a current serving macro cell to the femto cell as soon as the access

terminal enters the coverage area of the femto cell.

[0006] Accordingly, there is a need for techniques to ensure that an access terminal

(e.g., idle user equipment) consistently discovers and reselects to a femto cell when the

access terminal arrives at the femto cell. Moreover, it is desirable to achieve this

irrespective of the location of the femto cell (e.g., the proximity of the femto cell to the

macro access point) and without significantly affecting the coverage of the macro cell

(e.g., without creating outage areas for access terminals communicating with the macro

cell).

SUMMARY

[0007] A summary of sample aspects of the disclosure follows. In the discussion

herein, reference to the term aspects may refer to one or more aspects of the disclosure.

[0008] The disclosure relates in some aspects to techniques for determining transmit

power for an access point. Various techniques are described for defining transmit

power in a manner that facilitates discovery of an access point by a nearby access

terminal, while mitigating any negative impact that transmissions by the access point

may have on service provided by a neighboring access point. For example, transmit



power may be defined for a femto cell in a manner that facilitates reselection to that

femto cell by access terminals authorized to access the femto cell, while mitigating

outages (e.g., call drops) at access terminals accessing a nearby macro cell that may

otherwise occur as a result of the transmissions by the femto cell.

[0009] The disclosure relates in some aspects to a multi-level power transmission

scheme. For example, an access point may usually transmit at a certain power level, but

then occasionally (e.g., periodically) transmit at a burst power level (i.e., a higher power

level) for short periods of time. In some aspects, this multi-level power scheme may be

used for normal access point transmissions (e.g., data transmissions) and/or for beacon

transmissions. As a specific example, a femto cell may transmit a jamming beacon on a

macro cell frequency with periodic high power bursts of short duration. In addition, the

femto cell transmit power also may undergo periodic high power bursts.

[0010] The disclosure relates in some aspects to transmitting bursts in a

synchronized manner. For example, a femto cell may be configured such that the femto

cell's transmit power bursts are synchronized (e.g., aligned) with the femto cell's

beacon bursts. The use of such synchronized bursts may facilitate reselection to the

femto cell by any authorized access terminals in the vicinity of the femto cell. For

example, upon detecting a beacon burst from a femto cell, an access terminal may

commence searching for other transmissions (e.g., pilot signals) from the femto cell.

Since these other transmissions will be sent at a higher power during the burst period in

accordance with the teachings herein, the access terminal will be able to more readily

acquire these signals from the femto cell. Consequently, upon acquisition of these

signals (e.g., pilot signals), the access terminal may initiate reselection to the femto cell.

[0011] The disclosure relates in some aspects to network listen-based power control.

Here, an access point may listen for one or more parameters sent over-the-air by the

network (e.g., by a macro cell) and then define one or more transmit power values based

on the received parameter(s). For example, beacon burst power at a femto cell may be



set based on an Sintersearch parameter broadcast by a macro cell. Also, femto cell

power or beacon power may be set based on a Qqualmin parameter broadcast by a

macro cell.

[0012] The disclosure relates in some aspects to determining beacon transmit power

based on total received signal power on a channel and based on a defined outage radius

parameter. For example, beacon power at a femto cell may be set based on the total

received signal power measured on a macro channel at the femto cell and based on a

parameter representing the path loss from the femto cell at which the femto cell beacon

will likely cause macro cell Ecp/Io at an access terminal to fall below a specified

minimum value (e.g., Qqualmin).

[0013] The disclosure relates in some aspects to determining access point transmit

power based on the received energy associated with signals from access points of a

certain type and based on a defined coverage parameter. For example, femto cell power

at a femto cell may be set based on the energy received from all macro cells on a

channel and based on a path loss parameter representative of the boundary of the

coverage of the femto cell.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] These and other sample aspects of the disclosure will be described in the

detailed description and the appended claims that follow, and in the accompanying

drawings, wherein:

[0015] FIG. 1 is a simplified block diagram of several sample aspects of a

communication system adapted to provide multi-level power control;

[0016] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of several sample aspects of operations that may be

performed to provide synchronized burst transmissions;

[0017] FIG. 3 is a simplified diagram of sample outage and beacon coverage

regions;



[0018] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of several sample aspects of operations that may be

performed to determine beacon transmit power based on a received parameter;

[0019] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of several sample aspects of operations that may be

performed to determine beacon transmit power based on total received power and a

defined outage radius parameter;

[0020] FIG. 6 is a flowchart of several sample aspects of operations that may be

performed to determine access point transmit power based on a received parameter;

[0021] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of several sample aspects of operations that may be

performed to determine access point transmit power based on received energy and a

defined coverage parameter;

[0022] FIG. 8 is a simplified block diagram of several sample aspects of

components that may be employed in communication nodes;

[0023] FIG. 9 is a simplified diagram of a wireless communication system;

[0024] FIG. 10 is a simplified diagram of a wireless communication system

including femto nodes;

[0025] FIG. 11 is a simplified diagram illustrating coverage areas for wireless

communication;

[0026] FIG. 12 is a simplified block diagram of several sample aspects of

communication components; and

[0027] FIGs. 13 - 17 are simplified block diagrams of several sample aspects of

apparatuses configured to provide transmit power control as taught herein.

[0028] In accordance with common practice the various features illustrated in the

drawings may not be drawn to scale. Accordingly, the dimensions of the various

features may be arbitrarily expanded or reduced for clarity. In addition, some of the

drawings may be simplified for clarity. Thus, the drawings may not depict all of the

components of a given apparatus (e.g., device) or method. Finally, like reference

numerals may be used to denote like features throughout the specification and figures.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0029] Various aspects of the disclosure are described below. It should be apparent

that the teachings herein may be embodied in a wide variety of forms and that any

specific structure, function, or both being disclosed herein is merely representative.

Based on the teachings herein one skilled in the art should appreciate that an aspect

disclosed herein may be implemented independently of any other aspects and that two

or more of these aspects may be combined in various ways. For example, an apparatus

may be implemented or a method may be practiced using any number of the aspects set

forth herein. In addition, such an apparatus may be implemented or such a method may

be practiced using other structure, functionality, or structure and functionality in

addition to or other than one or more of the aspects set forth herein. Furthermore, an

aspect may comprise at least one element of a claim.

[0030] FIG. 1 illustrates several nodes of a sample communication system 100 (e.g.,

a portion of a communication network). For illustration purposes, various aspects of the

disclosure will be described in the context of one or more access terminals, access

points, and network entities that communicate with one another. It should be

appreciated, however, that the teachings herein may be applicable to other types of

apparatuses or other similar apparatuses that are referenced using other terminology.

For example, in various implementations access points may be referred to or

implemented as base stations, macro cells, femto cells, NodeBs, and so on, while access

terminals may be referred to or implemented as user equipment, mobiles, and so on.

[0031] Access points in the system 100 provide one or more services (e.g., network

connectivity) for one or more wireless terminals (e.g., access terminal 102) that may be

installed within or that may roam throughout a coverage area of the system 100. For

example, at various points in time the access terminal 102 may connect to an access

point 104, an access point 106, or some other access point in the system 100 (not

shown). Each of the access points may communicate with one or more network entities



(represented, for convenience, by the network entity 108) to facilitate wide area network

connectivity. A network entity may take various forms such as, for example, one or

more radio and/or core network entities. Thus, in various implementations the network

entity 108 may represent functionality such as at least one of: network management

(e.g., via an operation, administration, management, and provisioning entity), call

control, session management, mobility management, gateway functions, interworking

functions, or some other suitable network functionality.

[0032] In accordance with the teachings herein, the access point 106 (e.g., a femto

cell) may employ a multi-level power scheme whereby different transmit power levels

are used at different times. For example, the access point may transmit at one power

level to provide standard coverage as represented in a simplified manner by the

corresponding dashed line. In addition, the access point may transmit at a higher power

level to provide burst coverage as represented in a simplified manner by the

corresponding dashed line.

[0033] For purposes of illustration, various aspects of FIG. 1 are not drawn to scale.

For example, the standard coverage and burst coverage are not drawn to scale and are

represented as simple circles in FIG. 1. It should be appreciated that in practice such

coverage would be more complex in shape and that the burst coverage may be

significantly wider than the standard coverage. In addition, the distances between the

entities of FIG. 1 are not drawn to scale.

[0034] The access point 106 may employ the multi-level power scheme for normal

transmissions (e.g., data transmissions on a femto channel) and for beacon transmissions

(e.g., beacon transmission on a macro channel). For example, the access point 106 may

normally transmit on a given channel at a certain power level, then occasionally

transmit at a higher power level (i.e., transmit bursts). In addition, the access point 106

may normally transmit beacons on one or more macro channels at a certain power level,



then occasionally transmit beacons at a higher power level on those channels (i.e.,

transmit beacon bursts).

[0035] The access point 106 may set its transmit power levels based on one or more

parameters received from the network. For example, a transmit power controller 110 of

the access point 106 may define a standard transmit power level based on a parameter

112 received via the backhaul (e.g., received from the access point 104 via the network

entity 108). In addition, the transmit power controller 110 may define a beacon transmit

power level and/or a beacon burst transmit power level based on one or more

parameters 114 received over-the-air from the access point 104 (e.g., from a macro

access point within the coverage of which the access point 106 lies).

[0036] As a specific example, the power levels of regular femto cell transmission,

regular beacon, beacon burst, and femto cell burst may be calibrated based on

measurements of macro signal strength and total received signal power. The regular

beacon power is set such that a fixed (small) outage radius is created. If the network

operator has set the parameter Sintersearch > 0 for the macro cells, then the beacon

coverage radius (radius at which an inter-frequency search is triggered) will be larger

than the outage radius. The beacon burst power is set based on the macro cell

Sintersearch parameter to maintain a consistent triggering of inter-frequency cell search

at the femto cell deployment location boundary (e.g., apartment, home, or office

boundary), regardless of the location of the femto cell within the macro cell. The femto

cell power is set based on the Qqualmin parameter broadcast by the macro network on

system information block (SIB) 11 for that femto cell pilot scrambling code (PSC), such

that an access terminal within the boundary of the apartment/home/office will have

sufficient femto cell coverage to be able to reselect to the femto cell. In this way,

consistent discovery of the femto cell by home access terminals (e.g., access terminals

that belong to the whitelist of the femto cell) arriving home may be ensured, whilst



minimizing outage to macro access terminals (e.g., access terminals that do not belong

to that whitelist), regardless of the location of the femto cell within the macro cell.

[0037] The teachings herein may be used in a variety of deployment schemes. For

example, the teachings herein may be used in a co-channel deployment scheme where a

macro access point and a femto access point operate on the same channel (e.g.,

frequency fl), and where at least one macro access point operates on one or more other

channels (e.g., frequency f2). The teachings herein also may be used in a dedicated

channel deployment scheme where a femto access point operates on one channel (e.g.,

frequency fl) and one or more macro access points operate on one or more other

channels (e.g., frequency f2). For purposes of illustration, the discussion that follows

primarily describes a co-channel deployment scheme.

[0038] In some aspects, the term "channel: as used herein refers to a particular

frequency band (e.g., corresponding to a designated nominal frequency) allocated by the

network. Conventionally such a channel may be referred to as a frequency. For

example, the channel on which a femto cell operates may be referred to as the femto

frequency, while the channel on which a macro cell operates may be referred to as the

macro frequency.

[0039] Sample operations that may be perform by an access point such as the access

point 106 will now be described in more detail in conjunction with the flowcharts of

FIGs. 2 and 4 - 7. For convenience, the operations of FIGs. 2 and 4 - 7 (or any other

operations discussed or taught herein) may be described as being performed by specific

components (e.g., the components of FIG. 1 or FIG. 8). It should be appreciated,

however, that these operations may be performed by other types of components and

may be performed using a different number of components. It also should be

appreciated that one or more of the operations described herein may not be employed in

a given implementation.



[0040] FIG. 2 describes sample operations that may be performed in conjunction

with an access point providing synchronized burst transmissions. Initially, standard and

burst power levels are defined for normal transmissions and beacon transmission. Then,

the access point synchronizes the transmissions of the bursts.

[0041] For purposes of illustration the operations of FIG. 2 will be described in the

context of a femto cell (i.e., a femto access point). In some aspects, femto cell power

calibration (e.g., setting the femto transmit power on the femto frequency fl) is

designed to provide adequate femto cell coverage for home access terminals whilst at

the same time limiting interference to, and reselection attempts by, macro access

terminals that may be situated just outside the coverage radius of the femto cell. In

addition, beacon power calibration (e.g., setting the jamming beacon transmit power on

the macro frequency f2) is designed to both facilitate discovery of the femto cell by

home access terminals, and prevent discovery of the femto cell by macro access

terminals in the vicinity of the femto cell.

[0042] In the example that follows, power calibration consists of computing four

values: 1) femto cell transmit power on fl; 2) femto cell burst power on fl; 3) beacon

power on f2; and 4) beacon burst power on f2. Both the beacon and femto transmit

powers undergo periodic, momentary bursts, according to a defined burst period where

each burst lasts a defined burst duration. As discussed in herein, through the use of such

bursts, a home access terminal may more readily discover its associated femto cell. The

beacon and femto burst are synchronized to occur at the same time and have the same

duration. As discussed in more detail below, in some implementations the bursts are

time-synchronized across the network (i.e., among other access points). In this way, a

given access terminal may respond only to the burst emanating from the femto cell

nearest that access terminal.

[0043] The burst period may be defined in various ways. In some implementations

the burst period is selected as follows: burst duration = N x DRX_cycle_duration, where



N is the number of consecutive DRX cycles that the reselection criteria need to be

satisfied for, in order for cell reselection to take place, as given by the Treselection

parameter of the strongest serving macro cell (e.g., as seen at the femto cell). In a

sample implementation, a burst duration on the order of 1 - 2 minutes is used.

[0044] Referring to FIG. 2, as represented at block 202, at some point in time access

point transmit power is defined. For example, a femto cell may determine the power at

which it will normally transmit on the femto frequency (e.g., frequency fl). Linear

units are used in the equations that follow.

[0045] The femto cell computes an estimate of the total received signal power from

macro cells (e.g., excluding contributions from other femto cells), on the femto cell

frequency f l according to the following equation:

Ecp _ macro _ /1(0
j / --. iemacro PSC list / 1Io _ macro _ / 1= — -——

Ecp I lor _ macro

[0046] Here, macro PSC list f l is the list of macro PSCs on fl, Ecp macro fl(i)

is the received pilot energy of the i macro PSC on fl, and Ecp/Ior_macro is a

parameter corresponding to the estimated ratio of pilot power to total power for macro

cells. The femto cell computes the transmit power according to the following equations:

_, , [Ecp macro / 1 Λ
P _femto\ =\ —— — Io_macro_f\ PL _

Ecp I Io _ min J

r . Qqualmin femto τ ΛP _femto2 = Io _macro _/l- PL _ e
pilot _ gain - Qqualmin _ femto

P _ femto3 = min(P _ femtol, P _ femtol)

P _ femto = max(P _ femto _ min, min(P _ f emto?,P _ max)

[0047] Here, Ecp macro f l is the received pilot energy of the strongest macro PSC

on fl, Ecp/Io min is a parameter indicative of the minimum channel quality required for



a macro cell user, PL edge is a parameter representing the boundary of femto cell

coverage, Qqualmin femto is the Qqualmin value for the femto cell PSC read from SIB

11 of the macro cell on fl, pilot gain is a parameter representing the fraction of the

maximum total transmitted femto cell power attributed to the pilot channel,

P femto min is a parameter corresponding to the minimum (fully loaded) femto cell

transmit power, and P max is a parameter corresponding to the maximum femto cell

transmit power.

[0048] The power setting P_femto2 relates to preventing access terminals further

than PL edge away from the femto cell from reselecting to the femto cell. This limits

the number of reselection attempts by access terminals that are not authorized at that

femto cell (e.g., attempts by macro access terminals), and thus improves the standby

time of legacy access terminals. The power setting P_femtol relates to protecting

macro access terminals on the same frequency as the femto cell by limiting the transmit

power such that when an access terminal is further than PL edge away from the femto

cell, the access terminal hears the macro at an Ecp/Io of roughly Ecp/Io_min. Here, it

should be appreciated that a mismatch between the Ecp macro and Io macro values at

the femto cell versus at the macro access terminal may lead to degradation in Ecp/Io.

Also, the presence of an additional interfering femto cell located further than PL edge

from the macro access terminal may lower Ecp/Io by, for example, as much as 3 dB in a

worst case scenario. For this reason, the Ecp/Io_min parameter may be set a few dB

higher than the Qqualmin value.

[0049] Referring again to FIG. 2, as represented at block 204, the access point burst

transmit power is defined once the access point transmit power is defined. For example,

a femto cell may determine the power at which it will transmit bursts on the femto

frequency by adding a margin to the femto power calculated at block 202 as follows:

P _ femto _ burstl =P _ femto3 femto _ burst _ margin

P _ femto _ burst =max(P _ femto _ min, min(P _ femto _ burstl, P _ max))



[0050] As represented at block 206, the beacon transmit power is defined. Here, a

femto cell may determine the standard power level at which it will predominantly

transmit beacons on a macro frequency (e.g., frequency f2). As an example, the beacon

power may be computed according to the following equations:

τ , τ r . max(P femto I ACIR, P NF)
Io beacon =Io f ! + -= —= '-

PL BE

f Ecp macro / 2 „ . D PP _ beaconX = — - = — Io _ beacon PL BE
\ Qqualmin J

P _beacon2 = min(P _ beacon!, P _ max)

\P beacon! if P beacon! ≥ P beacon min
P beacon =

0 otherwise

[0051] Here, Io_£2 is the total received signal power measured on frequency f2.

ACIR is a parameter corresponding to the adjacent carrier interference ratio, P NF is a

parameter corresponding to the received power of the noise floor of the emission mask,

PL BE is a parameter representing the path loss from the femto cell at which the beacon

will likely cause macro Ecp/Io to fall below Qqualmin, Ecp_macro_f2 is the received

pilot energy of the strongest macro PSC on f2, Qqualmin is the corresponding value for

the strongest macro cell PSC on £2 read from SIB 3, and P beacon min is a parameter

corresponding to the minimum beacon transmit power.

[0052] As represented at block 208 of FIG. 2, the beacon burst transmit power is

defined. For example, a femto cell may determine the power at which it will transmit

beacon bursts on a macro frequency based on the following equations:



Ecp _ macro _ f l
P _ beacon _ burstl = | Io _ f l | PL _ edge

Qqualmin Sintersearch beacon _ burst _ margin

P _ beacon _ burstl = IrUn(P _ beacon _ burstl, P _ max J

IP _ beacon _ burstl if P _ beacon _ burstl ≥ P _ beacon_min
P beacon burst = <J

0 otherwise

[0053] Here, Sintersearch is the corresponding value from SIB 3 of the strongest

macro cell on f2. The beacon burst power is chosen differently to the regular beacon

power in this example. Specifically, it is set to trigger an inter-frequency search for

access terminals closer than PL_edge from the femto cell. From the above, it is seen

that the beacon burst power is set as a function of the network operator's macro cell

Sintersearch parameter. This helps to ensures consistent home access terminal

discovery of its femto cell at the apartment/house/office boundary, regardless of the

macro cell Sintersearch setting. In other words, the beacon burst boundary for a given

femto cell may remain substantially constant even if the network changes the value of

Sintersearch.

[0054] In the above equations, the beacon power is chosen such that macro access

terminals further than PL BE from the femto cell will not be in macro outage (macro

Ecp/Io > Qqualmin). In this example, if the macro signal strength is sufficiently poor to

begin with, the beacon is switched off to prevent further degradation of macro coverage.

The path loss at which the beacon will trigger an inter-frequency search depends on the

network's Sintersearch setting, but will be greater than PL BE provided Sintersearch >

0.

[0055] FIG. 3 illustrates this concept in a simplified manner for an access point 304

deployed in a building 302 (shown in plan view). Here, the boundary of the outage

region is represented by the dashed line 306, while the boundary of the beacon coverage

region is represented by the dashed line 308.



[0056] As mentioned above, in some implementations, the transmission of bursts

may be synchronized among multiple access points. For example, a set of femto cells

(e.g., all femto cells within a given network or within the coverage of a given macro

cell) may synchronize their burst transmissions. Accordingly, as represented by block

210 of FIG. 2, a given access point may optionally determine the burst timing used by at

least one other access point.

[0057] As represented at block 212, the access point synchronizes its burst

transmissions. For example, a femto cell may transmit its femto bursts and its beacon

burst at substantially the same time. That is, the bursts are transmitted with a common

(i.e., substantially the same) periodicity and with a common burst duration. In addition,

as discussed above, in some implementations the access point may synchronize the

timing of its burst transmissions with the timing of burst transmissions by at least one

other access point.

[0058] For purposes of illustration, an example of parameters settings (in dB units)

that may be employed in conjunction with the equations described above follows:

Ecp/Ior macro = -7 dB, Ecp/Io min = -16 dB, Qqualmin femto = -12 dB, Qqualmin = -

18 dB, femto burst margin = 10 dB, beacon burst margin = -8 dB, PL BE = 45 dB for

apartments, 55 dB for houses, 65 dB for office buildings, PL_edge = 75 dB for

apartments, 85 dB for houses, 95 dB for office buildings, P femto min = -30 dBm,

P beacon min = -40 dBm, P max = 10 dBm, P NF = -45 dBm, ACIR = 33 dB,

pilot_gain = -10 dB.

[0059] Referring now to FIG. 4, sample operations that may be performed by an

access point in conjunction with defining beacon power based on one or more

parameters that are received over-the-air by an access point are described. These

operations are applicable to standard beacon power and/or beacon burst power.

[0060] As represented by block 402, the access point receives an RF signal that

includes one or more parameters. For example, a femto cell may receive a signal



broadcast by a macro access point (e.g., sent by the strongest macro cell from the

perspective of the femto cell) on a macro frequency (e.g., frequency f2).

[0061] In some cases, the parameter may comprise a minimum required signal

quality parameter such as a Qqualmin parameter (e.g., received via a message including

SIB 3). In some aspects, a quality parameter such as this may specify a minimum signal

quality for an access terminal to sustain a call with an access point (e.g., the macro

access point that is broadcasting the parameter).

[0062] In some cases the parameter may comprise a search parameter such as an

Sintersearch parameter. In some aspects, a search parameter such as this may comprise

a value that is defined to control how (e.g., how aggressively) an access terminal

searches for other cells.

[0063] As represented by block 404, the access point determines beacon transmit

power based on the received parameter(s).

[0064] For example, a femto cell may compute the standard beacon transmit power

based on Qqualmin as discussed above at FIG. 2. Also as discussed above, the

computation of the standard beacon transmit power may be based on other parameters

such as a defined path loss target (e.g., PL_BE). In some aspects, a path loss target such

as this may correspond to an outage region within which transmission of a beacon by

the access point causes call drops for an access terminal (e.g., a macro access terminal),

and outside of which transmission of a beacon by the access point does not cause call

drops for the access terminal.

[0065] As another example, a femto cell may compute the beacon burst transmit

power based on Sintersearch as discussed above at FIG. 2. Also as discussed above, the

computation of the beacon burst transmit power may be based on other parameters such

as a defined path loss target (e.g., PL_edge). In some aspects, the determination of the

beacon burst transmit power comprises providing a transmit power that results in a



search for other cells being triggered at an access terminal if the access terminal is

closer than this defined path loss target to the access point.

[0066] As represented by block 406, the access point transmits a beacon signal

based on the determined beacon transmit power. As discussed herein, the access point

may transmit a beacon at the standard beacon transmit power level, with beacon bursts

being provided at the beacon burst transmit power level. In the co-channel deployment

example described above, the access point may thus transmit the beacon on the macro

frequency f2.

[0067] FIG. 5 describes sample operations that may be performed in conjunction

with defining beacon power based on total received signal power and a defined outage

radius parameter.

[0068] As represented by block 502, the access point receives RF signals on a radio

channel. For example, a femto cell may receive signals broadcast by access points on a

macro frequency (e.g., frequency f2).

[0069] As represented by block 504, the access point determines the total received

signal power associated with the radio channel. This signal power may be based on

signals received from multiple macro cells (i.e., not just the strongest macro cell) and

from one or more femto cells (or other types of cells operating on the channel). In the

example of FIG. 2, this value is designated as Io_f2.

[0070] As represented by block 506, the access point determines the beacon

transmit power based on the total received signal power (e.g., Io_f2) and a defined

outage radius parameter (e.g., PL_BE) as discussed above at FIG. 2. It should be

appreciated that the term "radius" here is representative of a distance (e.g., an

approximate or average distance) from the access point. The use of this term does not

infer that the coverage necessarily comprises a circle. As discussed above, the

computation of the beacon transmit power may be based on other parameters such as

Qqualmin.



[0071] The defined outage radius parameter may comprise a defined path loss target

as discussed above. In some cases this path loss may be defined based on the

deployment (e.g., the location) of the access point. For example, a larger path loss may

be defined if the access point is being deployed in a larger building. As a specific

example, a larger path loss may be defined for an access point deployed in a house as

opposed to an access point deployed in a smaller apartment.

[0072] As represented by block 508, the access point transmits the beacon based on

the beacon transmit power determined at block 506 (except when beacon bursts are

being transmitted). In the co-channel deployment example described above, the access

point may thus transmit the beacon on the macro frequency f2.

[0073] FIG. 6 describes sample operations that may be performed in conjunction

with defining access point power (e.g., femto cell transmit power) based on a minimum

required signal quality parameter (e.g., Qqualmin).

[0074] As represented by block 602, the access point receives a minimum required

signal quality parameter defined for the access point such as a Qqualmin parameter. In

some aspects, a quality parameter such as this may specify the minimum signal quality

required at an access terminal for the access terminal to reselect to the access point (e.g.,

to reselect to the femto cell). In some cases, an access point may receive this parameter

via the backhaul. For example, a femto cell may receive the parameter via a message

that includes SIB 11 that is sent by a macro access point (e.g., the strongest macro cell

currently seen by the femto cell). In the example of FIG. 2, this quality parameter is

referred to as Qqualmin femto.

[0075] As represented by block 604, the access point determines the access point

transmit power based on the received minimum required signal quality parameter. As

discussed above at FIG. 2, the computation of this transmit power may be based on

other parameters such as a defined coverage parameter (e.g., PL_edge), the received

pilot energy from the strongest macro access point on the femto frequency (e.g.,



Ecp_macro_fl), and the received energy on the femto frequency from access points of a

defined type (e.g., Io_macro_fl). An example of how the latter parameter may be

acquired is described in more detail below at FIG. 7.

[0076] As represented by block 606, the access point determines access point burst

transmit power based on the access point transmit power. For example, a defined

margin may be added to the access point transmit power determined at block 604.

[0077] As represented by block 608, the access point transmits signals based on the

access point transmit power and the access point burst transmit power. In the co-

channel deployment example described above, the access point transmits these signals

on the femto frequency fl.

[0078] FIG. 7 describes sample operations that may be performed in conjunction

with defining access point power (e.g., femto cell transmit power) based on the received

energy on a channel from access points of a defined type and based on a defined

coverage parameter.

[0079] As represented by block 702, the access point receives RF signals on a radio

channel. For example, a femto cell may receive signals broadcast by access points on

the femto frequency (e.g., frequency fl).

[0080] As represented by block 704, the access point identifies the received signals

that were sent by access points of a defined type (e.g., macro access points). Then, as

represented by block 706, the access point determines the received energy associated

with the identified signals (i.e., the received energy on the channel solely from the

macro access points). In the example of FIG. 2, this quantity is referred to as

Io macro f1.

[0081] As represented by block 708, the access point determines the access point

transmit power based on the received energy and a defined coverage parameter (e.g.,

PL_edge) as discussed above at FIG. 2. Also as discussed above, the computation of

this transmit power may be based on other parameters such as Qqualmin femto and the



received pilot energy (e.g., Ecp_macro_fl) from the strongest macro access point on the

femto frequency (e.g., determined based on the signals identified at block 704).

[0082] As represented by blocks 710 and 712, the access point determines access

point burst transmit power based on the access point transmit power, and transmits

signals based on the access point transmit power and the access point burst transmit

power. Again, the access point may transmit these signals on the femto frequency fl.

[0083] As mentioned above, the teachings herein are applicable to a dedicated

channel deployment. As an example, in such a case, a femto cell signal may be

transmitted on frequency f l and a beacon transmitted on frequency f2. In this case, the

beacon power and the beacon burst power may be calculated in the same manner as

described above for the co-channel deployment scenario.

[0084] However, the power settings for the femto cell transmit power may be

simplified since there is no macro on the femto frequency fl. For example, the femto

cell transmit power may be calculate according to the following equations:

PL _ edge QqualminJ emto No

pilot _ gain

P _ femto = max (P _ femto _ min, min (P _ femto 1, P _ max ))

[0085] Here, No is a parameter representing the thermal noise level at the access

terminal. This value is chosen such that an access terminal that is PL edge from the

femto cell will experience a femto Ecp/Io of Qqualmin femto, in the absence of other,

interfering femto cells.

[0086] The femto cell burst power is then set in a similar manner as above:

P _ femto _ burst! =P _ femtoX femto _ burst _ margin

P _ femto _ burst = max(P _ femto _ min, min(P _ femto _ burstl, P _ max))



[0087] Also, in a sample implementation, the same parameters settings as the co-

channel deployment case may be used, with P femto min = -30 dBm and No = -99

dBm. These parameter settings may thus lead to the following values for femto cell

transmit power:

[0088] FIG. 8 illustrates several sample components that may be incorporated into

an access point 802 (e.g., corresponding to the access point 106) to perform power

control operations as taught herein. In practice, the described components also may be

incorporated into other nodes in a communication system. For example, other nodes in

a system may include components similar to those described for the access point 802 to

provide similar functionality. Also, a given node may contain one or more of the

described components. For example, an access point may contain multiple transceiver

components that enable the access point to operate on multiple frequencies and/or

communicate via different technologies.

[0089] As shown in FIG. 8, the access point 802 includes a transceiver 804 for

communicating with other nodes. The transceiver 804 includes a transmitter 806 for

sending signals (e.g., transmitting femto signals, femto burst signals, beacon signals,

and beacon burst signals, and synchronizing the timing of burst transmissions) and a

receiver 808 for receiving signals (e.g., receiving RF signals and parameters). The

access point 802 includes a network interface 810 for communicating with other nodes

(e.g., other network nodes). For example, the network interface 810 may be configured



to communicate with one or more network nodes via a wire-based or wireless backhaul.

In some aspects, the network interface 810 may be implemented as a transceiver (e.g.,

including transmitter and receiver components) configured to support wire-based or

wireless communication (e.g., receiving parameters over the backhaul). The access

point 802 also includes a transmit power controller 812 (e.g., corresponding to the

controller 110) for performing power control-related operations (e.g., determining

beacon transmit power, determining total received signal power, determining beacon

transmit power, defining access point transmit power, defining access point burst

transmit power, defining beacon transmit power, defining beacon burst transmit power,

determining transmit power, identifying signals, determining received energy,

determining received pilot energy) and other similar operations as taught herein.

[0090] In some implementations the components of FIG. 8 may be implemented in

one or more processors (e.g., that uses and/or incorporates data memory for storing

information or code used by the processor(s) to provide this functionality). For

example, the functionality of blocks 810 and 812 (and, optionally, some of the

functionality of the transceiver 804) may be implemented by a processor or processors

of an access point and data memory of the access point (e.g., by execution of

appropriate code and/or by appropriate configuration of processor components).

[0091] As discussed above, in some aspects the teachings herein may be employed

in a network that includes macro scale coverage (e.g., a large area cellular network such

as a 3G network, typically referred to as a macro cell network or a WAN) and smaller

scale coverage (e.g., a residence-based or building-based network environment,

typically referred to as a LAN). As an access terminal (AT) moves through such a

network, the access terminal may be served in certain locations by access points that

provide macro coverage while the access terminal may be served at other locations by

access points that provide smaller scale coverage. In some aspects, the smaller



coverage nodes may be used to provide incremental capacity growth, in-building

coverage, and different services (e.g., for a more robust user experience).

[0092] In the description herein, a node (e.g., an access point) that provides

coverage over a relatively large area may be referred to as a macro access point while a

node that provides coverage over a relatively small area (e.g., a residence) may be

referred to as a femto access point (e.g., referred to above as a femto cell). It should be

appreciated that the teachings herein may be applicable to nodes associated with other

types of coverage areas. For example, a pico access point may provide coverage (e.g.,

coverage within a commercial building) over an area that is smaller than a macro area

and larger than a femto area. In various applications, other terminology may be used to

reference a macro access point, a femto access point, or other access point-type nodes.

For example, a macro access point may be configured or referred to as an access node,

base station, access point, eNodeB, macro cell, and so on. Also, a femto access point

may be configured or referred to as a Home NodeB, Home eNodeB, access point base

station, femto cell, and so on. In some implementations, a node may be associated with

(e.g., referred to as or divided into) one or more cells or sectors. A cell or sector

associated with a macro access point, a femto access point, or a pico access point may

be referred to as a macro cell, a femto cell, or a pico cell, respectively.

[0093] FIG. 9 illustrates a wireless communication system 900, configured to

support a number of users, in which the teachings herein may be implemented. The

system 900 provides communication for multiple cells 902, such as, for example, macro

cells 902A - 902G, with each cell being serviced by a corresponding access point 904

(e.g., access points 904A - 904G). As shown in FIG. 9, access terminals 906 (e.g.,

access terminals 906A - 906L) may be dispersed at various locations throughout the

system over time. Each access terminal 906 may communicate with one or more access

points 904 on a forward link (FL) and/or a reverse link (RL) at a given moment,

depending upon whether the access terminal 906 is active and whether it is in soft



handoff, for example. The wireless communication system 900 may provide service

over a large geographic region. For example, macro cells 902A - 902G may cover a

few blocks in a neighborhood or several miles in rural environment.

[0094] FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary communication system 1000 where one or

more femto access points are deployed within a network environment. Specifically, the

system 1000 includes multiple femto access points 1010 (e.g., femto access points

10 1OA and 1010B) installed in a relatively small scale network environment (e.g., in

one or more user residences 1030). Each femto access point 1010 may be coupled to a

wide area network 1040 (e.g., the Internet) and a mobile operator core network 1050 via

a DSL router, a cable modem, a wireless link, or other connectivity means (not shown).

As will be discussed below, each femto access point 1010 may be configured to serve

associated access terminals 1020 (e.g., access terminal 1020A) and, optionally, other

(e.g., hybrid or alien) access terminals 1020 (e.g., access terminal 1020B). In other

words, access to femto access points 1010 may be restricted whereby a given access

terminal 1020 may be served by a set of designated (e.g., home) femto access point(s)

1010 but may not be served by any non-designated femto access points 1010 (e.g., a

neighbor's femto access point 1010).

[0095] FIG. 11 illustrates an example of a coverage map 1100 where several

tracking areas 1102 (or routing areas or location areas) are defined, each of which

includes several macro coverage areas 1104. Here, areas of coverage associated with

tracking areas 1102A, 1102B, and 1102C are delineated by the wide lines and the macro

coverage areas 1104 are represented by the larger hexagons. The tracking areas 1102

also include femto coverage areas 1106. In this example, each of the femto coverage

areas 1106 (e.g., femto coverage areas 1106B and 1106C) is depicted within one or

more macro coverage areas 1104 (e.g., macro coverage areas 1104A and 1104B). It

should be appreciated, however, that some or all of a femto coverage area 1106 may not

lie within a macro coverage area 1104. In practice, a large number of femto coverage



areas 1106 (e.g., femto coverage areas 1106A and 1106D) may be defined within a

given tracking area 1102 or macro coverage area 1104. Also, one or more pico

coverage areas (not shown) may be defined within a given tracking area 1102 or macro

coverage area 1104.

[0096] Referring again to FIG. 10, the owner of a femto access point 1010 may

subscribe to mobile service, such as, for example, 3G mobile service, offered through

the mobile operator core network 1050. In addition, an access terminal 1020 may be

capable of operating both in macro environments and in smaller scale (e.g., residential)

network environments. In other words, depending on the current location of the access

terminal 1020, the access terminal 1020 may be served by a macro cell access point

1060 associated with the mobile operator core network 1050 or by any one of a set of

femto access points 1010 (e.g., the femto access points IOIOA and IOIOB that reside

within a corresponding user residence 1030). For example, when a subscriber is outside

his home, he is served by a standard macro access point (e.g., access point 1060) and

when the subscriber is at home, he is served by a femto access point (e.g., access point

10 10A). Here, a femto access point 1010 may be backward compatible with legacy

access terminals 1020.

[0097] A femto access point 1010 may be deployed on a single frequency or, in the

alternative, on multiple frequencies. Depending on the particular configuration, the

single frequency or one or more of the multiple frequencies may overlap with one or

more frequencies used by a macro access point (e.g., access point 1060).

[0098] In some aspects, an access terminal 1020 may be configured to connect to a

preferred femto access point (e.g., the home femto access point of the access terminal

1020) whenever such connectivity is possible. For example, whenever the access

terminal 1020A is within the user's residence 1030, it may be desired that the access

terminal 1020A communicate only with the home femto access point IOIOA or 1010B.



[0099] In some aspects, if the access terminal 1020 operates within the macro

cellular network 1050 but is not residing on its most preferred network (e.g., as defined

in a preferred roaming list), the access terminal 1020 may continue to search for the

most preferred network (e.g., the preferred femto access point 1010) using a better

system reselection (BSR) procedure, which may involve a periodic scanning of

available systems to determine whether better systems are currently available and

subsequently acquire such preferred systems. The access terminal 1020 may limit the

search for specific band and channel. For example, one or more femto channels may be

defined whereby all femto access points (or all restricted femto access points) in a

region operate on the femto channel(s). The search for the most preferred system may

be repeated periodically. Upon discovery of a preferred femto access point 1010, the

access terminal 1020 selects the femto access point 1010 and registers on it for use

when within its coverage area.

[00100] Access to a femto access point may be restricted in some aspects. For

example, a given femto access point may only provide certain services to certain access

terminals. In deployments with so-called restricted (or closed) access, a given access

terminal may only be served by the macro cell mobile network and a defined set of

femto access points (e.g., the femto access points 1010 that reside within the

corresponding user residence 1030). In some implementations, an access point may be

restricted to not provide, for at least one node (e.g., access terminal), at least one of:

signaling, data access, registration, paging, or service.

[00101] In some aspects, a restricted femto access point (which may also be referred

to as a Closed Subscriber Group Home NodeB) is one that provides service to a

restricted provisioned set of access terminals. This set may be temporarily or

permanently extended as necessary. In some aspects, a Closed Subscriber Group (CSG)

may be defined as the set of access points (e.g., femto access points) that share a

common access control list of access terminals.



[00102] Various relationships may thus exist between a given femto access point and

a given access terminal. For example, from the perspective of an access terminal, an

open femto access point may refer to a femto access point with unrestricted access (e.g.,

the femto access point allows access to any access terminal). A restricted femto access

point may refer to a femto access point that is restricted in some manner (e.g., restricted

for access and/or registration). A home femto access point may refer to a femto access

point on which the access terminal is authorized to access and operate on (e.g.,

permanent access is provided for a defined set of one or more access terminals). A

hybrid (or guest) femto access point may refer to a femto access point on which

different access terminals are provided different levels of service (e.g., some access

terminals may be allowed partial and/or temporary access while other access terminals

may be allowed full access). An alien femto access point may refer to a femto access

point on which the access terminal is not authorized to access or operate on, except for

perhaps emergency situations (e.g., 911 calls).

[00103] From a restricted femto access point perspective, a home access terminal

may refer to an access terminal that is authorized to access the restricted femto access

point installed in the residence of that access terminal's owner (usually the home access

terminal has permanent access to that femto access point). A guest access terminal may

refer to an access terminal with temporary access to the restricted femto access point

(e.g., limited based on deadline, time of use, bytes, connection count, or some other

criterion or criteria). An alien access terminal may refer to an access terminal that does

not have permission to access the restricted femto access point, except for perhaps

emergency situations, for example, such as 9 11 calls (e.g., an access terminal that does

not have the credentials or permission to register with the restricted femto access point).

[00104] For convenience, the disclosure herein describes various functionality in the

context of a femto access point. It should be appreciated, however, that a pico access

point may provide the same or similar functionality for a larger coverage area. For



example, a pico access point may be restricted, a home pico access point may be

defined for a given access terminal, and so on.

[00105] The teachings herein may be employed in a wireless multiple-access

communication system that simultaneously supports communication for multiple

wireless access terminals. Here, each terminal may communicate with one or more

access points via transmissions on the forward and reverse links. The forward link (or

downlink) refers to the communication link from the access points to the terminals, and

the reverse link (or uplink) refers to the communication link from the terminals to the

access points. This communication link may be established via a single-in-single-out

system, a multiple-in-multiple-out (MIMO) system, or some other type of system.

[00106] A MIMO system employs multiple (Nr) transmit antennas and multiple (NR)

receive antennas for data transmission. A MIMO channel formed by the N transmit

and N R receive antennas may be decomposed into Ns independent channels, which are

also referred to as spatial channels, where Ns ≤ min{N , NR } . Each of the Ns

independent channels corresponds to a dimension. The MIMO system may provide

improved performance (e.g., higher throughput and/or greater reliability) if the

additional dimensionalities created by the multiple transmit and receive antennas are

utilized.

[00107] A MIMO system may support time division duplex (TDD) and frequency

division duplex (FDD). In a TDD system, the forward and reverse link transmissions

are on the same frequency region so that the reciprocity principle allows the estimation

of the forward link channel from the reverse link channel. This enables the access point

to extract transmit beam-forming gain on the forward link when multiple antennas are

available at the access point.

[00108] FIG. 12 illustrates a wireless device 1210 (e.g., an access point) and a

wireless device 1250 (e.g., an access terminal) of a sample MIMO system 1200. At the

device 1210, traffic data for a number of data streams is provided from a data source



1212 to a transmit (TX) data processor 1214. Each data stream may then be transmitted

over a respective transmit antenna.

[00109] The TX data processor 1214 formats, codes, and interleaves the traffic data

for each data stream based on a particular coding scheme selected for that data stream to

provide coded data. The coded data for each data stream may be multiplexed with pilot

data using OFDM techniques. The pilot data is typically a known data pattern that is

processed in a known manner and may be used at the receiver system to estimate the

channel response. The multiplexed pilot and coded data for each data stream is then

modulated (i.e., symbol mapped) based on a particular modulation scheme (e.g., BPSK,

QSPK, M-PSK, or M-QAM) selected for that data stream to provide modulation

symbols. The data rate, coding, and modulation for each data stream may be

determined by instructions performed by a processor 1230. A data memory 1232 may

store program code, data, and other information used by the processor 1230 or other

components of the device 1210.

[00110] The modulation symbols for all data streams are then provided to a TX

MIMO processor 1220, which may further process the modulation symbols (e.g., for

OFDM). The TX MIMO processor 1220 then provides N modulation symbol streams

to N transceivers (XCVR) 1222A through 1222T. In some aspects, the TX MIMO

processor 1220 applies beam-forming weights to the symbols of the data streams and to

the antenna from which the symbol is being transmitted.

[00111] Each transceiver 1222 receives and processes a respective symbol stream to

provide one or more analog signals, and further conditions (e.g., amplifies, filters, and

upconverts) the analog signals to provide a modulated signal suitable for transmission

over the MIMO channel. N r modulated signals from transceivers 1222A through 1222T

are then transmitted from N T antennas 1224A through 1224T, respectively.

[00112] At the device 1250, the transmitted modulated signals are received by NR

antennas 1252A through 1252R and the received signal from each antenna 1252 is



provided to a respective transceiver (XCVR) 1254A through 1254R. Each transceiver

1254 conditions (e.g., filters, amplifies, and downconverts) a respective received signal,

digitizes the conditioned signal to provide samples, and further processes the samples to

provide a corresponding "received" symbol stream.

[00113] A receive (RX) data processor 1260 then receives and processes the N

received symbol streams from NR transceivers 1254 based on a particular receiver

processing technique to provide N r "detected" symbol streams. The RX data processor

1260 then demodulates, deinterleaves, and decodes each detected symbol stream to

recover the traffic data for the data stream. The processing by the RX data processor

1260 is complementary to that performed by the TX MIMO processor 1220 and the TX

data processor 1214 at the device 1210.

[00114] A processor 1270 periodically determines which pre-coding matrix to use

(discussed below). The processor 1270 formulates a reverse link message comprising a

matrix index portion and a rank value portion. A data memory 1272 may store program

code, data, and other information used by the processor 1270 or other components of the

device 1250.

[00115] The reverse link message may comprise various types of information

regarding the communication link and/or the received data stream. The reverse link

message is then processed by a TX data processor 1238, which also receives traffic data

for a number of data streams from a data source 1236, modulated by a modulator 1280,

conditioned by the transceivers 1254A through 1254R, and transmitted back to the

device 1210.

[00116] At the device 1210, the modulated signals from the device 1250 are received

by the antennas 1224, conditioned by the transceivers 1222, demodulated by a

demodulator (DEMOD) 1240, and processed by a RX data processor 1242 to extract the

reverse link message transmitted by the device 1250. The processor 1230 then



determines which pre-coding matrix to use for determining the beam-forming weights

then processes the extracted message.

[00117] FIG. 12 also illustrates that the communication components may include one

or more components that perform power control operations as taught herein. For

example, a power control component 1290 may cooperate with the processor 1230

and/or other components of the device 1210 to send signals to another device (e.g.,

device 1250) as taught herein. It should be appreciated that for each device 1210 and

1250 the functionality of two or more of the described components may be provided by

a single component. For example, a single processing component may provide the

functionality of the power control component 1290 and the processor 1230.

[00118] The teachings herein may be incorporated into various types of

communication systems and/or system components. In some aspects, the teachings

herein may be employed in a multiple-access system capable of supporting

communication with multiple users by sharing the available system resources (e.g., by

specifying one or more of bandwidth, transmit power, coding, interleaving, and so on).

For example, the teachings herein may be applied to any one or combinations of the

following technologies: Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems, Multiple-

Carrier CDMA (MCCDMA), Wideband CDMA (W-CDMA) systems, Universal

Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) systems, High-Speed Packet Access

(HSPA, HSPA+) systems, Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) systems, Frequency

Division Multiple Access (FDMA) systems, Single-Carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA)

systems, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) systems, or other

multiple access techniques. A wireless communication system employing the teachings

herein may be designed to implement one or more standards, such as IS-95, cdma2000,

IS-856, W-CDMA, TDSCDMA, and other standards. A CDMA network may

implement a radio technology such as Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA),

cdma2000, or some other technology. UTRA includes W-CDMA and Low Chip Rate



(LCR). The cdma2000 technology covers IS-2000, IS-95 and IS-856 standards. A

TDMA network may implement a radio technology such as Global System for Mobile

Communications (GSM). An OFDMA network may implement a radio technology

such as Evolved UTRA (E-UTRA), IEEE 802. 11, IEEE 802. 16, IEEE 802.20, Flash-

OFDM®, etc. UTRA, E-UTRA, and GSM are part of Universal Mobile

Telecommunication System (UMTS). The teachings herein may be implemented in a

3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) system, an Ultra-Mobile Broadband (UMB) system,

and other types of systems. LTE is a release of UMTS that uses E-UTRA. UTRA, E-

UTRA, GSM, UMTS and LTE are described in documents from an organization named

"3rd Generation Partnership Project" (3GPP), while cdma2000 is described in

documents from an organization named "3rd Generation Partnership Project 2"

(3GPP2). Although certain aspects of the disclosure may be described using 3GPP

terminology, it is to be understood that the teachings herein may be applied to 3GPP

(e.g., Rel99, Rel5, Re16, Re17) technology, as well as 3GPP2 (e.g., IxRTT, IxEV-DO

ReIO, RevA, RevB) technology and other technologies.

[00119] The teachings herein may be incorporated into (e.g., implemented within or

performed by) a variety of apparatuses (e.g., nodes). In some aspects, a node (e.g., a

wireless node) implemented in accordance with the teachings herein may comprise an

access point or an access terminal.

[00120] For example, an access terminal may comprise, be implemented as, or

known as user equipment, a subscriber station, a subscriber unit, a mobile station, a

mobile, a mobile node, a remote station, a remote terminal, a user terminal, a user agent,

a user device, or some other terminology. In some implementations an access terminal

may comprise a cellular telephone, a cordless telephone, a session initiation protocol

(SIP) phone, a wireless local loop (WLL) station, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a

handheld device having wireless connection capability, or some other suitable

processing device connected to a wireless modem. Accordingly, one or more aspects



taught herein may be incorporated into a phone (e.g., a cellular phone or smart phone), a

computer (e.g., a laptop), a portable communication device, a portable computing

device (e.g., a personal data assistant), an entertainment device (e.g., a music device, a

video device, or a satellite radio), a global positioning system device, or any other

suitable device that is configured to communicate via a wireless medium.

[00121] An access point may comprise, be implemented as, or known as a NodeB, an

eNodeB, a radio network controller (RNC), a base station (BS), a radio base station

(RBS), a base station controller (BSC), a base transceiver station (BTS), a transceiver

function (TF), a radio transceiver, a radio router, a basic service set (BSS), an extended

service set (ESS), a macro cell, a macro node, a Home eNB (HeNB), a femto cell, a

femto node, a pico node, or some other similar terminology.

[00122] In some aspects a node (e.g., an access point) may comprise an access node

for a communication system. Such an access node may provide, for example,

connectivity for or to a network (e.g., a wide area network such as the Internet or a

cellular network) via a wired or wireless communication link to the network.

Accordingly, an access node may enable another node (e.g., an access terminal) to

access a network or some other functionality. In addition, it should be appreciated that

one or both of the nodes may be portable or, in some cases, relatively non-portable.

[00123] Also, it should be appreciated that a wireless node may be capable of

transmitting and/or receiving information in a non-wireless manner (e.g., via a wired

connection). Thus, a receiver and a transmitter as discussed herein may include

appropriate communication interface components (e.g., electrical or optical interface

components) to communicate via a non-wireless medium.

[00124] A wireless node may communicate via one or more wireless communication

links that are based on or otherwise support any suitable wireless communication

technology. For example, in some aspects a wireless node may associate with a

network. In some aspects the network may comprise a local area network or a wide



area network. A wireless device may support or otherwise use one or more of a variety

of wireless communication technologies, protocols, or standards such as those discussed

herein (e.g., CDMA, TDMA, OFDM, OFDMA, WiMAX, Wi-Fi, and so on). Similarly,

a wireless node may support or otherwise use one or more of a variety of corresponding

modulation or multiplexing schemes. A wireless node may thus include appropriate

components (e.g., air interfaces) to establish and communicate via one or more wireless

communication links using the above or other wireless communication technologies.

For example, a wireless node may comprise a wireless transceiver with associated

transmitter and receiver components that may include various components (e.g., signal

generators and signal processors) that facilitate communication over a wireless medium.

[00125] The functionality described herein (e.g., with regard to one or more of the

accompanying figures) may correspond in some aspects to similarly designated "means

for" functionality in the appended claims. Referring to FIGS. 13 - 17, apparatuses 1300,

1400, 1500, 1600, and 1700 are represented as a series of interrelated functional

modules. Here, a radiofrequency signal receiving module 1302 may correspond at least

in some aspects to, for example, a receiver as discussed herein. A beacon transmit

power determining module 1304 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for

example, a transmit power controller as discussed herein. A beacon burst signal

transmitting module 1306 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for example, a

transmitter as discussed herein. A radiofrequency signal receiving module 1402 may

correspond at least in some aspects to, for example, a receiver as discussed herein. A

total received signal power determining module 1404 may correspond at least in some

aspects to, for example, a transmit power controller as discussed herein. A beacon

transmit power determining module 1406 may correspond at least in some aspects to,

for example, a transmit power controller as discussed herein. An Sintersearch

parameter receiving module 1408 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for

example, a receiver as discussed herein. A Qqualmin parameter receiving module 1410



may correspond at least in some aspects to, for example, a receiver as discussed herein.

A first transmit power defining module 1502 may correspond at least in some aspects

to, for example, a transmit power controller as discussed herein. A second transmit

power defining module 1504 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for example, a

transmit power controller as discussed herein. A first beacon transmit power defining

module 1506 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for example, a transmit power

controller as discussed herein. A second beacon transmit power defining module 1508

may correspond at least in some aspects to, for example, a transmit power controller as

discussed herein. A timing synchronizing module 1510 may correspond at least in some

aspects to, for example, a transmitter as discussed herein. A first minimum signal

quality parameter receiving module 1512 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for

example, a receiver as discussed herein. A second minimum signal quality parameter

receiving module 1514 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for example, a

receiver as discussed herein. A search parameter receiving module 1516 may

correspond at least in some aspects to, for example, a receiver as discussed herein. A

minimum required signal quality parameter receiving module 1602 may correspond at

least in some aspects to, for example, a receiver as discussed herein. A transmit power

determining module 1604 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for example, a

transmit power controller as discussed herein. A radiofrequency signal receiving

module 1606 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for example, a receiver as

discussed herein. A signal identifying module 1608 may correspond at least in some

aspects to, for example, a transmit power controller as discussed herein. A received

energy determining module 1610 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for

example, a transmit power controller as discussed herein. A received pilot energy

determining module 1612 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for example, a

transmit power controller as discussed herein. A radiofrequency signal receiving

module 1702 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for example, a receiver as



discussed herein. A signal identifying module 1704 may correspond at least in some

aspects to, for example, a transmit power controller as discussed herein. A received

energy determining module 1706 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for

example, a transmit power controller as discussed herein. A transmit power

determining module 1708 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for example, a

transmit power controller as discussed herein. A received pilot energy determining

module 1710 may correspond at least in some aspects to, for example, a transmit power

controller as discussed herein. A burst signal transmitting module 1712 may correspond

at least in some aspects to, for example, a transmitter as discussed herein.

[00126] The functionality of the modules of FIGS. 13 - 17 may be implemented in

various ways consistent with the teachings herein. In some aspects the functionality of

these modules may be implemented as one or more electrical components. In some

aspects the functionality of these blocks may be implemented as a processing system

including one or more processor components. In some aspects the functionality of these

modules may be implemented using, for example, at least a portion of one or more

integrated circuits (e.g., an ASIC). As discussed herein, an integrated circuit may

include a processor, software, other related components, or some combination thereof.

The functionality of these modules also may be implemented in some other manner as

taught herein. In some aspects one or more of any dashed blocks in FIGS. 13 - 17 are

optional.

[00127] It should be understood that any reference to an element herein using a

designation such as "first," "second," and so forth does not generally limit the quantity

or order of those elements. Rather, these designations may be used herein as a

convenient method of distinguishing between two or more elements or instances of an

element. Thus, a reference to first and second elements does not mean that only two

elements may be employed there or that the first element must precede the second

element in some manner. Also, unless stated otherwise a set of elements may comprise



one or more elements. In addition, terminology of the form "at least one of: A, B, or C"

used in the description or the claims means "A or B or C or any combination of these

elements."

[00128] Those of skill in the art would understand that information and signals may

be represented using any of a variety of different technologies and techniques. For

example, data, instructions, commands, information, signals, bits, symbols, and chips

that may be referenced throughout the above description may be represented by

voltages, currents, electromagnetic waves, magnetic fields or particles, optical fields or

particles, or any combination thereof.

[00129] Those of skill would further appreciate that any of the various illustrative

logical blocks, modules, processors, means, circuits, and algorithm steps described in

connection with the aspects disclosed herein may be implemented as electronic

hardware (e.g., a digital implementation, an analog implementation, or a combination of

the two, which may be designed using source coding or some other technique), various

forms of program or design code incorporating instructions (which may be referred to

herein, for convenience, as "software" or a "software module"), or combinations of

both. To clearly illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and software, various

illustrative components, blocks, modules, circuits, and steps have been described above

generally in terms of their functionality. Whether such functionality is implemented as

hardware or software depends upon the particular application and design constraints

imposed on the overall system. Skilled artisans may implement the described

functionality in varying ways for each particular application, but such implementation

decisions should not be interpreted as causing a departure from the scope of the present

disclosure.

[00130] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules, and circuits described in

connection with the aspects disclosed herein may be implemented within or performed

by an integrated circuit (IC), an access terminal, or an access point. The IC may



comprise a general purpose processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), an application

specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or other

programmable logic device, discrete gate or transistor logic, discrete hardware

components, electrical components, optical components, mechanical components, or

any combination thereof designed to perform the functions described herein, and may

execute codes or instructions that reside within the IC, outside of the IC, or both. A

general purpose processor may be a microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor

may be any conventional processor, controller, microcontroller, or state machine. A

processor may also be implemented as a combination of computing devices, e.g., a

combination of a DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality of microprocessors, one or

more microprocessors in conjunction with a DSP core, or any other such configuration.

[00131] It is understood that any specific order or hierarchy of steps in any disclosed

process is an example of a sample approach. Based upon design preferences, it is

understood that the specific order or hierarchy of steps in the processes may be

rearranged while remaining within the scope of the present disclosure. The

accompanying method claims present elements of the various steps in a sample order,

and are not meant to be limited to the specific order or hierarchy presented.

[00132] In one or more exemplary embodiments, the functions described may be

implemented in hardware, software, firmware, or any combination thereof. If

implemented in software, the functions may be stored on or transmitted over as one or

more instructions or code on a computer-readable medium. Computer-readable media

includes both computer storage media and communication media including any medium

that facilitates transfer of a computer program from one place to another. A storage

media may be any available media that can be accessed by a computer. By way of

example, and not limitation, such computer-readable media can comprise RAM, ROM,

EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk storage, magnetic disk storage or other

magnetic storage devices, or any other medium that can be used to carry or store desired



program code in the form of instructions or data structures and that can be accessed by a

computer. Also, any connection is properly termed a computer-readable medium. For

example, if the software is transmitted from a website, server, or other remote source

using a coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, twisted pair, digital subscriber line (DSL), or

wireless technologies such as infrared, radio, and microwave, then the coaxial cable,

fiber optic cable, twisted pair, DSL, or wireless technologies such as infrared, radio, and

microwave are included in the definition of medium. Disk and disc, as used herein,

includes compact disc (CD), laser disc, optical disc, digital versatile disc (DVD), floppy

disk and blu-ray disc where disks usually reproduce data magnetically, while discs

reproduce data optically with lasers. Combinations of the above should also be included

within the scope of computer-readable media. It should be appreciated that a computer-

readable medium may be implemented in any suitable computer-program product.

[00133] The previous description of the disclosed aspects is provided to enable any

person skilled in the art to make or use the present disclosure. Various modifications to

these aspects will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the generic

principles defined herein may be applied to other aspects without departing from the

scope of the disclosure. Thus, the present disclosure is not intended to be limited to the

aspects shown herein but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the

principles and novel features disclosed herein.



CLAIMS

1. A method of communication, comprising:

receiving a radiofrequency signal at an access point, wherein the radio frequency

signal includes at least one parameter; and

determining beacon transmit power for the access point based on the received at

least one parameter.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one parameter comprises a

value that is defined to control how an access terminal searches for other cells.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the at least one parameter comprises an

Sintersearch parameter.

4. The method of claim 2, further comprising transmitting a beacon burst

signal based on the determined beacon transmit power.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the determination of the beacon transmit

power is further based on a defined path loss target.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the determination of the beacon transmit

power comprises providing a transmit power that results in the search for the other cells

being triggered if the access terminal is closer than the defined path loss target to the

access point.



7. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one parameter specifies a

minimum signal quality for an access terminal to sustain a call with another access

point.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the at least one parameter comprises a

Qqualmin parameter.

9. The method of claim 7, wherein the beacon transmit power comprises a

lower power level of a multilevel beacon transmit power scheme.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the determination of the beacon transmit

power is further based on a defined path loss target.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the defined path loss target corresponds

to an outage region within which transmission of a beacon by the access point causes

call drops for an access terminal, and outside of which transmission of a beacon by the

access point does not cause call drops for the access terminal.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the access point comprises a femto

access point.

13. An apparatus for communication, comprising:

a receiver configured to receive a radiofrequency signal at an access point,

wherein the radio frequency signal includes at least one parameter; and

a transmit power controller configured to determine beacon transmit power for

the access point based on the received at least one parameter.



14. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the at least one parameter comprises

a value that is defined to control how an access terminal searches for other cells.

15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the at least one parameter comprises

an Sintersearch parameter.

16. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the at least one parameter specifies a

minimum signal quality for an access terminal to sustain a call with another access

point.

17. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the at least one parameter comprises

a Qqualmin parameter.

18. An apparatus for communication, comprising:

means for receiving a radiofrequency signal at an access point, wherein the radio

frequency signal includes at least one parameter; and

means for determining beacon transmit power for the access point based on the

received at least one parameter.

19. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the at least one parameter comprises

a value that is defined to control how an access terminal searches for other cells.

20. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein the at least one parameter comprises

an Sintersearch parameter.



21. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the at least one parameter specifies a

minimum signal quality for an access terminal to sustain a call with another access

point.

22. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the at least one parameter comprises

a Qqualmin parameter.

23. A computer-program product, comprising:

computer-readable medium comprising code for causing a computer to:

receive a radiofrequency signal at an access point, wherein the radio

frequency signal includes at least one parameter; and

determine beacon transmit power for the access point based on the

received at least one parameter.

24. The computer-program product of claim 23, wherein the at least one

parameter comprises a value that is defined to control how an access terminal searches

for other cells.

25. The computer-program product of claim 24, wherein the at least one

parameter comprises an Sintersearch parameter.

26. The computer-program product of claim 23, wherein the at least one

parameter specifies a minimum signal quality for an access terminal to sustain a call

with another access point.

27. The computer-program product of claim 26, wherein the at least one

parameter comprises a Qqualmin parameter.



28. A method of communication, comprising:

receiving radiofrequency signals on a radio channel at an access point;

determining total received signal power associated with the radio channel based

on the received radiofrequency signals; and

determining beacon transmit power for the access point based on the total

received signal power and a defined outage radius parameter.

29. The method of claim 28, wherein the defined outage radius parameter

comprises a defined path loss target.

30. The method of claim 29, wherein the defined path loss target corresponds

to an outage region within which transmission of a beacon by the access point causes

call drops for an access terminal, and outside of which transmission of a beacon by the

access point does not cause call drops for the access terminal.

31. The method of claim 30, wherein the defined path loss target is defined

based on deployment of the access point.

32. The method of claim 30, wherein the defined path loss target is defined

based on a location of the access point.

33. The method of claim 28, wherein the beacon transmit power comprises a

lower power level of a multilevel beacon transmit power scheme.

34. The method of claim 28, further comprising:



receiving an Sintersearch parameter, wherein the determination of the beacon

transmit power is further based on the Sintersearch parameter; and

receiving a Qqualmin parameter, wherein the determination of the beacon

transmit power is further based on the Qqualmin parameter.

35. The method of claim 28, wherein the reception of the radiofrequency

signals comprises receiving signals from a plurality of access points.

36. The method of claim 28, wherein the access point:

transmits a beacon signal on the radio channel based on the determined beacon

transmit power; and

transmits data on another radio channel.

37. The method of claim 28, wherein the access point comprises a femto

access point.

38. An apparatus for communication, comprising:

a receiver configured to receive radiofrequency signals on a radio channel at an

access point; and

a transmit power controller configured to determine total received signal power

associated with the radio channel based on the received radiofrequency signals, and

further configured to determine beacon transmit power for the access point based on the

total received signal power and a defined outage radius parameter.

39. The apparatus of claim 38, wherein the defined outage radius parameter

comprises a defined path loss target.



40. The apparatus of claim 39, wherein the defined path loss target

corresponds to an outage region within which transmission of a beacon by the access

point causes call drops for an access terminal, and outside of which transmission of a

beacon by the access point does not cause call drops for the access terminal.

41. The apparatus of claim 40, wherein the defined path loss target is defined

based on deployment of the access point.

42. The apparatus of claim 38, wherein the receiver is further configured to:

receive an Sintersearch parameter, wherein the determination of the beacon

transmit power is further based on the Sintersearch parameter; and

receive a Qqualmin parameter, wherein the determination of the beacon transmit

power is further based on the Qqualmin parameter.

43. An apparatus for communication, comprising:

means for receiving radiofrequency signals on a radio channel at an access point;

means for determining total received signal power associated with the radio

channel based on the received radiofrequency signals; and

means for determining beacon transmit power for the access point based on the

total received signal power and a defined outage radius parameter.

44. The apparatus of claim 43, wherein the defined outage radius parameter

comprises a defined path loss target.

45. The apparatus of claim 44, wherein the defined path loss target

corresponds to an outage region within which transmission of a beacon by the access



point causes call drops for an access terminal, and outside of which transmission of a

beacon by the access point does not cause call drops for the access terminal.

46. The apparatus of claim 45, wherein the defined path loss target is defined

based on deployment of the access point.

47. The apparatus of claim 43, further comprising:

means for receiving an Sintersearch parameter, wherein the determination of the

beacon transmit power is further based on the Sintersearch parameter; and

means for receiving a Qqualmin parameter, wherein the determination of the

beacon transmit power is further based on the Qqualmin parameter.

48. A computer-program product, comprising:

computer-readable medium comprising code for causing a computer to:

receive radiofrequency signals on a radio channel at an access point;

determine total received signal power associated with the radio channel

based on the received radiofrequency signals; and

determine beacon transmit power for the access point based on the total

received signal power and a defined outage radius parameter.

49. The computer-program product of claim 48, wherein the defined outage

radius parameter comprises a defined path loss target.

50. The computer-program product of claim 49, wherein the defined path

loss target corresponds to an outage region within which transmission of a beacon by

the access point causes call drops for an access terminal, and outside of which



transmission of a beacon by the access point does not cause call drops for the access

terminal.

51. The computer-program product of claim 50, wherein the defined path

loss target is defined based on deployment of the access point.

52. The computer-program product of claim 48, wherein the computer-

readable medium further comprises code for causing the computer to:

receive an Sintersearch parameter, wherein the determination of the beacon

transmit power is further based on the Sintersearch parameter; and

receive a Qqualmin parameter, wherein the determination of the beacon transmit

power is further based on the Qqualmin parameter.
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